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Creating a form on a website is not a difficult thing to do with modern frameworks. Ensuring that the 

form is designed and functions correctly under all circumstances needs a thorough approach. This 

article can be read by all developers but is aimed at those who work in Microsoft .NET and should 

help you when building a form for a website. 

 

Understanding the form 

 

Analyse the form as written in the received specification. The specification should detail the 

functionality of the form to a degree that should leave no questions as to its purpose. 

 

 Do you fully understand the purpose of the form? It is important to know what you are 

building and not blindly capture data and save it in the database. Knowing your form will 

help you in building it and may also help you in providing ideas or better solutions to your 

producer in how to capture and/or display the data. 

 Does the specification detail any and all algorithms and logic required to process information 

on the form? If you believe some sections of the form will require calculation or processing 

and you do not have the information you need, ask the producer before you start the form 

as this often results in the client needing to spend time working this out. 

 

Do the submitted form results need to be saved to a database? Do the saved values need to be 

editable by the client in a CMS or should the fields be locked down to changes? 

 

What happens once the form has been submitted? How is the success or failure of the form 

submission displayed to the user?  
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 Traditionally a form will refresh and take you to some sort of ‘thank you’ page. For SEO and 

mainly Google analytics tracking ensure that this page results in a unique URL i.e. /page-

name/form-name/thanks 

 When most forms are completed an email is sent to the user, the client or both.  

 

1. Are these emails different for client and user? 

2. Are these emails plain text or are they to be designed in HTML? 

3. Is the content of the emails editable by the client via the CMS? Is it just a 

simple “You have received a new signup” type of message or does it need to 

echo all the fields entered by the user in the form? 

Building the form 

 

If there are multi-lingual capabilities on the website, the form may be required to support this. 

 

 Does the specification specify whether the form labels need to be multilingual? If nothing is 

specified, query your producer.  

 If so, the labels will need to be stored in the CMS. Adding multi-lingual support to a site is 

much easier at the beginning than retrofitting it later. 

 

Does the form need to work 100% with JavaScript disabled? This is required for AAA accessibility 

conformance. 

 

 Ensure that EnableClientValidation is set to False on all validation controls. 

 

Ensure that the form tabs correctly and as expected. Whilst using the tabindex property of a field is 

possible to force a correct index it is not advisable, as once you use a tabindex you need to add one 

to every link and field on a page – including navigation menu items. 

 

Always use <label> tags (asp:Label) to prefix each form field. This ensures better accessibility as 

users can click the text label to focus on the field. 

 

Contain the form in at least one <fieldset>. If there are multiple, logical sections of the form, each 

may be contained in its own <fieldset>. 
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With very few exceptions, do NOT pre-fill information in fields. This is especially true with putting 

‘username’ and ‘password’ placeholder text in authentication fields or ‘keyword’ in a search field – 

do NOT do this. It is acceptable to pre-load fields with data that a user had entered previously, such 

as their home address information. ‘username’, ‘password’, ‘keyword’ should be <label> prefixes. 

 

Ensure that the Enter key on the keyboard triggers the form Submit button. This is achievable by 

wrapping the form in an asp:Panel and setting the DefaultButton property to the submit button ID 

 

 Out of the box this only works for buttons rendered as <input> tags. LinkButtons will not be 

submitted on Enter keypress. There are ways around this however (Google this problem for 

a few simple to implement suggestions). 

 

If possible use an <input> button for form submission, either an asp:Button or asp:ImageButton. This 

will allow the form to submit without JavaScript being required. LinkButtons do NOT function with 

JavaScript off. The only downside with this approach is hover effects on image-based buttons will 

not function in most browsers.  

 

Other alternatives are using the <button> HTML tag but I have had limited success in this functioning 

correctly with validation controls in .NET – it tends to double-submit the form. 

 

Validating the form 

 

Field validation is one of the most important parts in processing a form. There are two types of 

validation – client side and server side. In most cases, both should be used. 

 

Forms must be designed to cater for client side validation errors: 

 

 Will the form use a validation summary at the top of the form? If so, ensure that design 

allow room for the validation area. 

 

 Will the form highlight errors against the fields themselves? If so, ensure that design allow 

room for the errors. 
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 If the client side simply cannot handle the display of validation errors, you can use the 

ShowMessageBox property on a validation summary control to show errors in a standard 

JavaScript alert box. The downside to this is that server side errors will not display in this 

manner so should JavaScript be disabled the user will see NO errors. If this contravenes your 

accessibility rules, inform your producer. 

 

Enforce maximum lengths on all manual-entry fields. Ensure the max length is less or equal to the 

database field max length to avoid overflow errors. 

 

Use the .NET provided standard validation controls to validate each field on the form that is a 

required field. Similarly, use the Compare and Regular expression validators when checking that a 

field conforms to required values. 

 

Use Custom validatior controls when you need to check perform any algorithms or check multiple 

fields: 

 

 The ControlToValidate property is not mandatory on Custom validators. This is handy in 

helping you validate Checkboxes and Radio Buttons that cannot be validated with Required 

field validators. You need to call the custom validator manually on the server side before 

your Page.IsValid check - cvCustomValidator.Validate() 

 

 Custom validators can also be checked client side and should be checked where appropriate. 

This article will explain how to set these up: http://www.joe-

stevens.com/2009/08/12/using-the-customvalidators-clientvalidationfunction/ 

 

Most importantly - sanitise your inputs! All fields must be checked for SQL Injection attack methods. 

The best case is that the attempted script attacks are sanitised and saved to the database as if they 

were regular data. 

 

Testing the form 

 

This is the most crucial part of form creation so should not be skipped or overlooked! 

 

The time spent testing a form should be roughly proportionate to its complexity – a simple Contact 

http://www.joe-stevens.com/2009/08/12/using-the-customvalidators-clientvalidationfunction/
http://www.joe-stevens.com/2009/08/12/using-the-customvalidators-clientvalidationfunction/
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Us form may only need an hour of testing. A form of fifty-plus fields, multiple pages and complex 

algorithms may require many hours (or days) of testing, by many people. 

Developers become blind to form faults after spending a long time building it. Whilst the developer 

will do his or her best to test the form, the producer should do the most thorough testing before it 

goes to the client: 

 

 For a standard website, the primary form of testing is User Testing, as the form is primarily 

visual. Unit testing could also be implemented but will not be discussed in this article. 

 Ensure that all field values are correctly saved to the database, if required. Match each field 

individually. 

 Attempt to enter invalid data into each field, for example: 

4. Text in a Numerical field - an email address into a postcode field, mixed 

numbers and letters in a credit card field. 

5. Invalid dates – 34/04/1999, 01/01/0001. 

6. Currency values - $10.00, 10.00, 10, 0.10, .10. 

 SQL Injection attempts – attempt SQL injection using common attack methods. Prove that 

your data sanitisation works. Backup the database first! 

 

Check the logic of the form and compare any calculated values against their expected values. Ideally 

you should have a spreadsheet or some sort of document provided by the client with manually 

calculated results to any logic in the form, ideal for testing expected results. 

 

Check the logic flow of complex forms that enable and disable required fields dynamically based on 

other values in the form. 

 

 If the form is AAA accessible, dynamic field changes must work with JavaScript disabled. This 

is usually done by simply leaving all fields visible and using JavaScript to hide them on page 

load when not required. 

 

Attempt the entire form process – including all error checking above – with JavaScript disabled. 

 

Check the form process in the main browsers – IE7/8, Firefox 3.5+, Safari 4, Chrome. Hope that IE6 

testing is not required (though at least make sure bad data will not adversely affect the database).  
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Whilst this is not a completely comprehensive list, I hope the tips in this article will help you in 

creating better forms! 


